EVICTED BY GREED: GLOBAL FINANCE, HOUSING & RESISTANCE · 27. - 28.3.2020

#HousingActionDay 2020

- International conference · 27. - 28.3. · Studio 1, Kunstquartier Bethanien
- Film screening: PUSH – Für das Grundrecht auf Wohnen · 27.3. · Studio 1
- Workshop: Subvertising for the right to housing · 26.3. · Supermarkt Berlin
- Visiting the Invisible: A Berlin City Tour to Anonymous and Aggressive Real Estate Investors · 29.3.

Uncovering how ghostly shell companies and speculation evict real people from their homes

EVICTED BY GREED explores the nexus of financial flows hidden in tax havens, real estate speculation and overheated rental markets. While connecting diverse perspectives from investigative journalists, activists, experts, and researchers, the event examines countermeasures adopted by civil society. EVICTED BY GREED is building on the leaks of the Panama and the Paradise Papers, embedding the related investigations in the context of the global housing crisis.

In cooperation with Transparency International. Curated by Tatiana Bazzichelli.

Conference speakers

Leilani Farha (UN Special Rapporteur on Adequate Housing, PS/CA), Christoph Trautvetter (Public Policy Expert, Netzwerk Steuergerechtigkeit / Wem gehört Berlin?, DE), Manuel Gabarre de Sus (Lawyer and Activist, Observatory Against Economical Crime, ES), Eka Rostomashvili (Advocacy and Campaigns Coordinator at Transparency International, GE/DE), Justus von Daniels (CORRECTIV / Wem gehört Berlin?, DE), Sam Leon (Data Investigations Lead at Global Witness, UK), Karina Shedrofsky (Dubai's Golden Sands investigation, Head of OCCRP’s research team, BHI), Rima Sghaier (Outreach & Research Fellow, Hermes Center for Transparency and Digital Human Rights, TUN/IT), Steal This Poster (Subvertising Collective IT/UK), Marco Clausen (Prinzessinnengarten, DE), Yonatan Miller (Tech Workers Coalition / Berlin vs. Amazon, US/DE), Helge Peters (Geographer, Oxford University / Deutsche Wohnen & Co Enteignen, DE), Ela Kagel (Digital Strategist and Founder of SUPERMARKT Berlin, DE), Iva Ćukić (Co-founder and Coordinator of the collective Ministry of Space in Belgrade, SRB), Volkan Sayman (Institute of Sociology, TU Berlin / Deutsche Wohnen & Co Enteignen, DE) and others.

Dates, Infos & Contact

Conference: 27.3. 3:30pm-9:15pm — 28.3. 3:00pm-8:30pm. Studio 1 · Kunstquartier Bethanien, Mariannenplatz 2, 10997 Berlin. Tickets: 8/5€ Details on our Website

Workshop: 26.3. 4:30pm-7:00pm · Supermarkt Berlin. Details & registrations coming - see website

Film Screening: 27.3. 7:45pm · Studio 1. Included in conference ticket.

Tour: 28.3. 12:30pm-3:30pm. Details & registrations coming

Press contact: Pierre Golbach · pierre@disruptionlab.org

More: Website · Facebook · Twitter